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ABs'rRAc'r 

The growth of digital technology in the last few years has 

represented a challenge to automatic control research workers.The 

increasing use of digital minicomputers has considerably helped the 

industrial implementation of algorithmic types of control.For this 

type of control to be practical and efficient,it is imperative for 

the controller to have access to fast digital computing facilities 

with fast memory access and substential information storage capacity. 

In this thesis a new method of digital process control which 

is applied 'to a number of industrial processes ranging from power 

plants to glass furnaces,is described.This new control method is 

called Model Algorithmic Control or equivalently Model Predictive 

Heuristic Control.A mathematical framework for the analysis of Model 

Algorithmic· Control is developed and the operations of the main com

ponents of the ·control structure are described. 

The Model. Algorithmic Control strategy relies on three 

principles: 

i.the plant is represented by its impuls response which 

will be used on-line by the computer for prediction, 
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ii.the behavior of the closed-loop system is prescribed by 

means of reference trajectory initiated on the actual 

output, 

iii. the control variables are computed in a heuristic way. 

Future inputs are computed in such a way that when 

applied to the internal predictive model,it induces out

puts as close as possible to the desired reference 

trajectory. 

In this thesis,the Model Algorithmic Control is applied to dc 

motor speed control.Control algorithm is evaluated by a Z-80 based 

microcomputer,and the output of microcomputer is applied to a fully 

controlled thyristor converter unit as a speed reference input 

through a digital to analog converter.The actual speed of the motor 

is inputed to the microcomputer by means of a tachogenerator through 

an analog to digital converter. 

The application of Model Algorithmic Control to dc motor speed 

control is devided in two parts.In the first part of the application, 

the set speed is qonstant,the algorithm causes the speed of the motor 

to reach that constant speed with a time constant similar to the 

reference trajectory.The time responses of motor output speed are 

observed for different time constants.In the second part,the set speed 

is time varying.In this part the set speed is changed as a linear 

ramp,the tracking behavior of the dc motor output speed is observed. 

In chapter one, the methods for the speed control of a sepa

rately excited direct current motor are described and compared with 

each others.Consequently,the equations determining the dynamical 

behavior of the motor and the transfer function of the motor are 

derived. 
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In chapter two,solid state dc motor drives are described and 

the operation of a three phase full converter is explained in general 

terms.The features of the thyristor unit used in the rea~ization of 

the control is then presented. 

In chapter three,a mathematical framework for the analysis of 

Model Algorithmic Control is developed and. the operations of ,the 

main components of the control structure are described.The equations 

to calculate the optimum inputs are derived. 

In chapter four,the model which will be used in the algorithm 

is introduced. The discrete impuls response of the system is found 

and the overall set up for closed-loop control is given.Additionally 

the software developed is presented and explained. 

In chapter five,the stability analysis of the Model Algorithmic 

Controlis developed. The robustness of the system to the'.parameter 

changes is discussed.Fincll~y the effects of the constraints on input 

sequence to system stability are discussed,and the experimental 

results are presented. 
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OZETQE 

Gegmi~ Ylllarda saYlsal teknolojideki onemli geli~meler oto

matik denetim ara~tlrmacilarlna yeni ufuklaragml~tlr. fv1ikroi~lem

cilerin gittikge artan kullanlllm alanlarl, algoritma tipi denetim 

yontemlerinin endtistride uygulanmalarlna olanak saglaml~tlr.Bu tip 

bir denetim yontemininba~arlll ve verimli olabilmesi igin denetim

ci mikroifi'lemcinin hlZll saYlsal hesaplama ve hafl.zaYl en etkili 

ve hlzll bir ~eki~de kullanabilme yetenegine sahip olmasl onko~uldur. 

Bu tez gail~maslnda, gii<; liretici dizgelerden cam i$lemcili

gine varana kadar pek gok endiistri uygulamalarlnda ba~arl ile de

nenmi~ yeni bir denetim yontemi tart)~llml§tlr. Eu yeni yonteme 

Model Algori tmasal Denetim veya lV!odel rrahminle Deneyimsel Denetim 

adl verilmi9tir. lVlodel AIg'ori tmasal Denetim yonteminin analizi 

i~in teori formule edilmi9, denetim yonteminin temel elemanlarlnln 

i9levleri aQlklanml§tlr. 

Model Algoritmasal Denetim yontemi liQ temel prensibe dayan-

dlrllml~tlr: 
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i.dizge,mikroi~lemci taraflndan dizge glkl~lnln tah-" 

mininde kullanlimak lizere, dlirtli tepkesi ile tanlm

Ianmlf,?tlr, 

ii.kapall dongli dizgenin daVranlf,?l, dizge Glkl.f,?l ile 

baQIatllan bir referans izlence ile tanlmlanlr, 
, 

iii.denetim de~i$keni deneyimsel bir yolla hesaplanmak-

tadlr. Gelecekteki dizge girdileri,dizge GlklQlnl 

ref~rans izlenceyi Gok yaklndan izlemeye zorlayacak 

Qekilde hesaplanmaktadlr. 

Bu tezde Model Algoritmasal Denetim yontemi bir do~ru aklm 

motoruriun hlZ denetimine uygulanml$tlr. Denetim algoritmasl Z-BO 

tabanll bir mikroiQlemci taraflndan uygulanmakta, mikroiQlemci 

glklQl bir saYlsal analog Qevirici ile tam denetiml~ bir tristor 

dogrultucunun hlZ referans girifJine uygulanmaktadlr. Motorun 

ansal hlZl ise mikroiQlemci taraflndan bir analog saYlsal Qeviri

ci yardlml ile takojenerato.I' G1Klf;llnln okunmasl ile eide edilir. 

Model AlgoritmasalDenetim bu uygulamasl iki boylimde ger-
I 

~ekleQtirilmiQtir. Birinci bolUmde ulaf,?llacak hlZ sabittir ve 

algoritma motor hlzlnl bu sabit hlZB, referans izlencenin zaman 

sabiti ile aynl olacak QekiIde, ula~tlracak biQimde <;allQlr.Motor 

hlzlnln zaman tepkesi degiQik izlence zaman sabitleri iQin gozlem

lenir. ikinci bbIlimde ise ulaQllacak hlZ zamanla degiQkendir. Bu 

uygulamada ula$llacak hlZ bir yokuQ olarak allnmlQ ve motor hlZ1nln 

bu yokuf,? iQlevini takip ediQi gbzlemlenmiQtir. 

Tezin birinci bolUmUnde alan uyarlmll do~ru aklm mbtorunun 

hlZ denetim yontemleri tartlQ1lmlQ, motorun dinamik davranlQl ince

lenmiQ, ve ~eQiQ i~levi 91karllmlf,?tlr. 



Ikinci bolUmde Katl hal dogru aklm motor su.rliclileri tanl

tllml~ ve genel olarak U~ evreli tam denetimli dogrultucunun 

<;all~masl aglklanml~, ayrlca tezin uygulanmaslnda kullanllan 

tristor Unitesi tanltllml~tlr. 

tlgUncU bolUmde ise Model Algoritmasal Denetim yonteminiri 

analizi igin gerekli matematik gall§ma yapllml~, temel denetim 

elemanlarlnln i~levlerine aGlkllk getirilmi~ ve optimum,dizge 

giri~lerinin hesaplanmasl tartl~llml~tlr. 

ix 

DordUncU bolUmde, d,ogru aklm motorunun matematiksel modeli 

elde edilmi~, bu model kesikli dlirtU tepkesinin bulunmaslnda 

kullanllml§tlr. 

Son olarak, dizgenin kararllllgl ve parametrelerdeki sap

malara kar~l duyarll11g1 tart1911ml~tlr. Ayrlca dizge giri~indeki 

klsltlamalarln kararllllga etkileri a91klanml~tlr. 
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I.DIRECT CUR&ENT MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

The direct current (dc) motor is one of the first machines 

devised-to convert electrical power into mechanical power.Many dc 

machines were builtin the. 1880.~ s when dc was the principal form 

of electric power generation. With the advent of 50 Hz alternating 

current (ac) as the electric power standard,and invention of the 

induction motor with its lower manufacturing costs,the dc machine 

became less important.In recent years,the use of dc machines has 

become almost exclusively associated with applications where the 

unique charactertstics of the dc motor (e.g. high starting torque 

for traction motor applications,high speed variation both above 

and below the rated spead) justify its cost. 

The flexibility of the dc motor for speed control,its over

load capability,and its reliabilitY,make it the dominant means of 

providing a controllable source of mechanical rotating power in 

industry.The steady-state characteristics of the motor determine 

how the motor can be controlled;the dynamic characteristics deter

mine how the control system must be designed to obtain the required 

response. 
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A.Speed Control of a Separately Excited DC Motor 

The equivalent circuit of a separately exciteddc motor shown 

in Fig. 1.1 is equal to a resistance,R (total armature circuit re~ 
" "a 

sistance) in series with a parallel ~onbination of an inductance,La 
(total armature circuit inductance),and another resistance ~l.The 

resistence Rlwill not be involved in calculations. When the motor 

rotates the armature coil move in the stator magnetic field.The 

induced e.m.f. appears across the armature terminals as internally 

generated voltage,e .Therefore the equivalent electric circuit of g " 

the motor is the impedance connected in series to a voltage source 

Fig. 1.1.Equivalent circuit of a sep.exc. 
dc motor. 

The phY'sical explanation for this model is that HI represente 

the losses in the magnetic circuit. 'fhe resistance ~:i. is usually . 
larger than R (typically about 5"-10 times) ,and since the effect a 

of Rl on the motor operation is insignificant,it is possible to 

ignore this resistance in most practical application. 

The steady state operation of the motor is governed by three 

equations. The total armature circuit voltage is 

(1.1) 
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The generated armature voltage is given by 

(1.2) 

And,the internal torque is 

(1.3). 

The torque constant Kt ,and armature vOltage constant Ka are 

equal in a consistent set of units.The solution of above three 

equations for speed gives 

e - R i a a a 
N = (1.4) 

Equation (1.4) shows that the speed'~of the motor can be controlled 

in three ways by changing; 

i.the armature voltage ea,which is nearly proportional 

to speed 

ii.the magnetik field ¢f,which is inversly proportional 

to speed 

iii. the armature circuit resistance Ra,which is proportional 

to ~he'speed drop. 

The control of speed by the armature circuit voltage e a 

abbreviated to armature voltage contrbl,is the most desirable 

because the magnetic field can remain at full amplitude and full 

torque can be developed.Field control is accomplished by reduCing 

the field current and Is used to extend the speed above the value 

for full armature voltage.In this case the available torque dec-

reases.Armature circuit resistance control is not practic~l except 

in very small motors because of the power dissipation. 
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The characteristics for a full range of speed are shown in 

'ig. 1.2.Armature voltage control raises the-speed N ; field cont-
I 

vI raises it additionally to speed N2 • The available torque at ra~ 

;ed armature current is maximum to speed -N
I 

and drops with the 

:ield to speed N2 • The horse power increases linearly to speed NI 

ind remains constant to speed N
2

• 

~--~------------1-------------~~ Control 
Armature voltage Field contro 

control 

Fig. 1.2 Srieed control range of sep. exc. motor under 
armature voltage and field control 

B. Dynamics of a Separately Exc'i ted DC Motor 

The dynamic behavior of the motor is governed by its energy 

storage properties. Energy it; stored in two places: the magnetic 

fields in the magnetic circuit and by mechanical velocity in the 

inertia of the armature. Of course,energy is also stored in the 

inertia of the load and in magnetic fields of the electrical sour

ces and must be included in tne consideration of the dynamics. 
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Consider a separately excited dc motor with armature voltage 

control as shown 'in :E'ig. 1.1. The vol tag~ loop equation is 

where 

ea = e + R i + L dia 
g aa a-· 

dt 

The torque balance equation is 
dn 

where 

T.:.·; = e TL + Bn + J -. -
(it 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

( 1.8) 

In the Laplace domain,equations (1.5) through (1.8) can be 

written as 

From equation (1.9) 

Ra' + sL a 
1 + T s a 

(1.9) 

(1.10 ) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

where Ta 

circuit. 

= L'/R is electrical time constant of the motor armature a a 



) -®- liRa I (s) T( s) _ liB a 
Ka¢f 

i. 
+~ l+srr l+sT 

a en 
'. 

E (s) g 
Ka¢f 

K (l+srr) 
ml m 

laCs) 
Km2 N( 

l+srr ml 
l+srrm 

Fig. 1.3 Development of motor transfer function 

(a).Functional block diagram 
lb).Simplified transfer function 

From equation (I,ll) 

(T e ( s) _rr L (s ) ) I B 

N(S') = -----~ 
1 + T s m 

(1.14) 

where T = JIB is mechanical time constant of the motor. 
m 

6 

N 

These relationships are shown in block diagram in Fig~ 1.3.a 

The feedback loop present in the form of the back e.m.f.This back 

e.m.f. provides the moderate speed regulation.inherent in the sep-

arately excited dc motor. 

Neglecting the load torque,the relation between the speed 

and armature voltage is found to be 
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(1.15) 

Electrical time constant Ta 1s always less than the mechani

cal time constant Tm' then Ta can be neglected and the expression 

simplifies to 

N.( s) K ¢ K a f m = = (1.16) 
Erc( s) (Ie yj f trR B+sR BT 1 + sIr a a a a m ml 

where 

R B 
Tml 

a T = . 1- m 
(Ka¢f) + RaB 

(1.17) 

(1,18) 

Thus the motor can be represented,for the purpose of ana

lysing i~ for voltage c6ntrol,as a first order system as in Fig. 1.4 

Fig. 1.4 Simplified transfer function 
as a: block diagram 
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C.Closed Loop Speed Control 

If a tachogenerator is attached to the motor shaft,a speed 

signal which is proportional to the actual one can be fed back and 

the error E (s) used to control the armature voltage.This closed n 

loop control scheme is shown in Fig.l.5. 

3¢ 

.. 1 1 l 
~ En(s) Ks 

Ec(s) K Ea(s) K 1 (l+s'f ) Km2 N 
m m I--c 0' 

l+sTml I 
l+sTm 

(s) 

speed bridge motor controller 

Kt 

tachogenerator 

Fig. 1.5 Closed-loop Speed Control 

From the block diagram shown in Fig. 1.5,the relation between 

the actual speed and the error is found to be 

where 

=----
1 + srr 1 

KKK lK 2 scm m 
Kl = ---------------

KKK lK 2K t + 1 scm m 

(1.19) 

(1. 20) 



Tml 
Tl = ---------------

KsKcKmlKm2Kt + 1 

B 

Km1= ---
(K: ¢f)\R B a a 

K = m2 

Since KsKcKml Km2Kt » t 
1 

The 

K =--1 

11\ 
.L m1 

Tl = ----------
KsKcKmlKm2Kt 

Also from the block diagram above 

Ia (s') N(s) 
.. 

laCs) = l (l+Tms) 

Er(S) Er(s) N( s)' Km2 (1+T1S) 

current response to a step change in input 
I 

K1Er (l+T s) 
Ia(s) = .m_ 

Km2 S (1+ fr1 s) 

Er(S) 

We can write the above equation in time domain as 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

( 1 •. 25 ) 

is 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

Since T~>Tl' Tl can be neglected.Normalizing the current with 

respect to the steady state la(oo) 

9 
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Ia(t) T 
1 + m exp(-t/T1 ) (1.28) = 

IaCc:o) T 1 

Therefore it can be conclude~that a step input vOltage 

results in a large sudden change in armature current which decays 

slowly. This transient overcurrent is undesirable from the stand

point of converter ratings and protection. 
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II. SOLID STA'f.t; DC ]vIOTOR DRIVES 

Direct current (dc) motor drives are extensively used in 

industry allover the world. The outstanding advantages of de drives 
I 

such as eas~ of control,precise and continuous control of speed 

over a wide range and speed of response,will ensure their popu-

larity in the future. 

Thyristors (silicon-controlled rectifiers,SCRs) have revo

lutionized the art of speed control of drives. In the speed of 

variable-speed drives,a dc motor controlled by a thyristor conver-

ter is still a popular choice. In recent years,attempts have been 

made to develop ac drives. However,ac drives still do not compete 

seriously with'dc drives when variable speed is required.Although 

ac motors are smaller in size,and require minimal maintenance, 

control of their speed is relatively, complex and expensive.Thyris

tor controlled dc drives range in rating from fractional horsepower 

to several thousand horsepower. 

The thyristor controlled dc drives have. the following 

advantages: 

i.the thyristor-power unit eleminates the electrical time 

lag of the field and the armature.Time response is there

.fore limited only by dc motor commutating ability and 

the inertia of the motor, 



ii.the operation is simple and reliable, 

iii • minimal maintenance is req.uired, 

iv.operating efficiency is high,above 95%,because of the 

, relCiti vely low losses 'in SC.Rs, 

12 

v.small size,packaging flexibility,lower initial cost,and 

lower installation and operating costs. 

The thyristor drives have the following disadvantages: 

i.the high rippl~ content of the converter output adds to 

motor heating and commutation problems. The addition of a 

reactor in the. armature circuit'may be required to smooth 

out the ripple current, 

ii.under certain operating conditions, the power factor in 

the ac supply is low, 

iii. the overload capability is low, 

iv.distortion of the ac supply vOltage and telephone inter

face may be produced due to the switching action of SCRs, 

v.regeneration requires a complex converter control. 

A.Phase-controlled DC Drives 

In phase-controlled dc drives an ac to dc phas~-controlled 

converter is used to'control the dc drive motor. The converter 

changes the ac input voltage to a controllable dc output voltage. 

In such converters thyristor commutation is easily achi,ved by a 

process referred to as naturel commutation. When an incoming 

thyristor is turned on, it irllmediately reverse biases the outgoing 

thyristor and turns it off. No additional circuitry is required 

for the commutation process. Phase-controlled converters are 



therefore simple and less expensive and are extensively used in 

industries. 
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Phase-controlled converters can be classified as semi-con-

verters and full-converters. Semi-co~vert~rs are one-quadrant 

converters,that is,they have one polarity of voltage.> and current 

at the dc terminals. J!'ull-converters are two-quadrant converters 

in which voltage polarity can reverse,but current remains unidi-

rectional because of tne unidirectional thyristors. 

B.Three Phase Full-Converter Operation 

LU1'ge-llU.l'8~pUWel' lk dl'1 ves Lake powel' from three phase 

sources. In such drives,the drive motor is controlled by three 

. phase phase-controlled converters. The ripple frequency of the 

motor terminal voltage is higher than any other converters. 

Consequently filtering requirements for smoothing out the motor 

current are less. The motor current is mostly: continuous,and 

therefore the motor performance i~ better than other converters. 

The thre,e phase full-converter is shown in Fig. 2.1. It uses 

'Fig •.. 2.1 rfhree phase full-converter 

six thyristors and no diodes except for freewheeling operation. 
o 

The thyristors are fired in sequence every 60 and the rippla is 
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always six pulses per cycle. The full wave converter produces less 

ripple than the three phase semi-converter,and is primarily used 

where regeneration is required. If the polarity of the motor arma

ture voltaga is reversed with a reve.rsing connector or by revers

ing the field current,then the three phase ,full-converter can be 

operated as an inverter to transfer power from the motor tb the 

line and finally to accelerate the motor to its required reverse 

speed. The voltage and current waveforms of full-converter are 

shown in Fig. 2.2. 

~
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Fig.2.2 Three phase full-converter waveforms at different 
firing angles for continuous motor current. 
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At wt = 1T/6+0<. ,Sl turns on. Prior to this instant S6 was 

turned on therefore,during the interval _(TI/6+~)<wt«TI/6+ ~+n/3), 

thyristor Sl and S6 conduct,and the motor terminals are connected 

to phase Va and Vb ,making ea = V abe .At UJt=1T/6+OC + Tf/3, thyristor S2 

is flred,and immediately thyristor S6 is reverse biased and turns 

off. (Naturel or line commutation) 'fhe current from S6is transfer-

red to S2,and therefore the motor terminals are connected to 

phase Va through Sl and phase Vc through S2 making ea = Vac.This 
o 

process"repeats after every 60 whenever a thyristor is fired. 

The motor terminal vOltage can become negative,as shown in 

Fig. 2.2.d,for the triggering angle 0(.>90". This is the inversion 

mode of Dperation of the converter. 

The average motor terminal vOltage can be calculated as 

follows:let the supply voltage be 

Va =' [2v Sinwt 

The average 

Vb = [2 V Si.n( UJt-211/3) 

.v c = [2 V Sine wt-4TT/3 ) 

solving the above integral one gets 

3[6' 
E (ex) = -- V Coso< 

a 1T 

(2.1) 

d (wt) 

The relation between Ea and .IX for continuous motor 

current is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig~ 2.3 Voltage-firing angle characteristic of 
full wave converter. 

9.The Thyristor Unit Used in the Thesis 

In the thesis the thyristor unit CA6000 is used for the 

experimental ... work. CA 6000 is an educational three phase six 

pulse bridge connected,nonreversible thyristor converter which 

can be used for laboratory exercises or practical training. 
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CA 6000 is based on a modern thyristor converter""Contra

vas VDB 380.30 ",developed and manufactured for industrial appli

cations by Contravas Antriebstechnic AG,Zurich (Switzerland) and 

adapted for use as a laboratory training aid. This converter in 

addition to all classic functional units,like speed and current 

cpntrollers,firing pulse control circuits,thyristor bridge,also 

contains a number of auxiliary protection and monitoring functions . ,. I 



which are necessary for industrial applications. 

Technical specifications of Thyristor Unit CA 6000 : 

Ambient temperature range 

Rated output dc current 
(continuously at 45) 

Input current mains side 

Max. power dissipation 

Mains frequency (selecta.ble) 

Mains supply voltage 

Field supply dc voltage 

Field current (max.) 

26 A ac 

150 W 

50 or 60 Hz 

3x220 or 380 V ac 

0.9xmains supply voltage 

4 A 

+ 15 V 
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stabilized reference voltage 

Speed control range 
(with tacho feedback) 

o - 100 % of the rated speed 

The internal circuitry of the thyristor unit can be divided 

into two basic parts : 

i. powep circuitry 

ii.cortrol,protection and monitoring circuits 

The power circui"t;s basically consist of a main thyristor controlled 

rectifier for armature supply and an auxiliary rectifier for field .. 
excitation supply. In thyristor unit CA 6000 the main thyristor 

rectifier consist of a fully controlled three phase bridge connec

ted thyristor rectifier. 

The auxiliary rectifier supplies the current for the field 

excitation of the dc motor. In most cases,dc motors are being 

operated with constant field and only a .simple low power single 
~ 

phase diode bridge like in CA 6000 is used to supply the field 

current. 
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Closed-loop automatic control circuits are used for both 

controlling the speed and the current of the motor. The actual 

speed of the motor is measured by a dc tachogenerator. This 

tachogenerator is a low power dc generator with permanent mag

net field excitation,designed so that its output vOltage is a 

very accurate linear function of its rotor's angular velocity. 

The value of actual speed and direction of rotation are thus 

represented. by the magnitude and polarity~respectively,of the 

tachogenerator~s output voltage. 

At the input of the speed controller,the tachogenerator 

output (actual speed) is compared to another voltage, called 

speed reference, which represents the desired motor speed.The 

speed reference voltage can be set by means of a pot~ntiometer 

inside the unit, or may come from another source. In this thesis 

this reference voltage is generated by the microcomputer,apply

ing the model algorith~ic control algorithm,through a digital 

to analog converter. 

The speed reference can be fed to the speed controller's 

input directly or via a linear ramp. The linear ramp prevents 

sudden changes of the speed reference. Linear ramp limits the 

rate of change of speed reference to a certain ,pre-setable, 

maximal value. The difference between the speed reference and 

actual speed vOltages in the speed controller is thus a measure 

of the speed error,which has to be corrected by the control 

algorithm. In most drive applications, this correction has.to 

be made as fast as possible. To determine the necessary change 

of the value of the armature current and to actuate this change 
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the following control scheme is used: oSpeed controller, the input 

signal of which is the speed error, determines the value of the 

current necessary to correct (or maintain) the speed, that is,the 

output voltage of the speed controller is the measure of the desir

ed armature current,the current reference. A current controller 

then compares the signal representing the actual value of the 

armature current with the current reference and determines the 

angle at which the thyristors in the main rectifier are fired,as 

that the desired value of the armature current will be achieved 

(and maintained) ,irrispectively of the motor speed,within a 

°short time. 

The task of generating firing pulses at time instants, 

determined by the current controller and distributing them in the 

right sequence to the thyristors is performed by the firing pulse 

unit. The firing pulse generating Circuitry is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

This figure actually shows only generation of firing pulses for 

the thyristor pair Sl and 84. Identical circuits are used for 

generating firing pulses for the two remaining thyristor pairs. 

The signal waveforms of firing pulse circuitry is shown in Fig.2.5. 

0" The transformer If is used for synchronization, on the secon-
r ' 

dary part of the Tr we obtain the synchronization voltage URT • 

This synchronization is phase delayed by 60° in the °RC f~lter ( Rf , 

C
f 

). The zero crossing of this delayed voltage is thus coinCide 

with the pOints of natural commutations of the thyristors 81 and 

S4. These zero crossings are detected by the zero crossing 

detector. Zero-crossing signal drives the saw-tooth waveform 

generator of which output frequency is twice the line frequency 
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and synchronized with the pOints of natural commutation of thyris

tors. 

This saw-tooth vOltage is then in the comperator compared 

to ~he control voltage v~which is proportional to the firing 

angle. The control voltage changes from approximately 8 V in the 

beginning to approximately 1 V at the end,so the firing angle 

varies from approximately 3~ to 1500 
• 

The complete circuit for the three phase firing circuit is 

shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2.6. 
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The speed controller par~ can· be operated as proportional, 

proportional-integrating,or proportional-integrating-derivatinp; 
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control by mean~ of selectable external connections. Current cont

rol part can be operated also proportional and proportional-integ

rating control. In the thesis, the speed controller is achieved 

as proportional control. 
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III.MODEL ALGORITHMIC CONTROL 

The increasing use of digital microcomputers has consider

ably helped the industrial implementation of algorithmic-adaptive 

types of control. Fast digital computing facilities with fast 

memory access and substential information storage capacity made 

the algorithmic-adaptive types of control to be practical and 

efficient. 

The success of model algorithmic control ~cheme operating 

on a process is due to the particular representation of the pro-

cess that it uses, namely impulse response representation from 

input t6 output. For most multivariable industrial processes, 

parametric mode.ls ,such as state-space models based on physical 
" 

laws are difficult to obtain. It is known that parametric models 

can give results with large error if the order of the model does 

not agree with the orde~ of the plant. Moreover in an industrial 

environment,perturbations affect the plant structure more often 

than the measurable variables. This requires a constant check-

ing and updating of the model parameters. The impulse response 

representation is convenient, since in most industrial multi va

riable processes,the identification of impulse response"'is re

latively simple. The error due to truncations and approximations 
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of impulse responses can be looked at as a mismatch between the 

plant and its model. rrhis mismatch is,pa;rtial;)..y,responsible for 

the discrepancy between the process output and its predicted value. 

The closed loop model algorithmic coptrol, where this discrepancy 

enters the computation of the plant input,displays a particularly 

high degree of robustness against model -plant mismatch. 

The model algorithmic control strategy relies on three 

principles 

-i.The process to be controlled is represented by its 

impulse response which constitute the internal model. 

This model is used on-line for prediction,its inputs 

and outputs are updated according to the actual state 

of the process. Though it could be identified on-line, 

this model is most of the time computed off-line. 

ii.The strategy is fixed by means of a reference trajec

tory which defines the closed-loop behavior of the 

plant. This trajectory is initiated on the actual out

put of the process and tends to the desired set-point. 
,--

iii.Controls are not computed by a one-shot operator or 

controller but through a procedure which is heuristic 

in the general" case. Future inputs are computed in such 

a way that, when applied to the fast time internal 

predictive model, they induce":'outputs as close as 

possible to the desired reference trajectory. 

A.Representation and Prediction 

The system is represented by its impulse response, the iden-
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tification of which can be done both on-line and off-line. However 

in most cases, the off-line identification is accurate enough for 

the purpose of control and one can avoid the cost and complexity 

of an on-line iqentification procedure. This is due to the par

ticular redundancy of the impulse response representation which 

~llows a considerabl~ enhancement of the robustness of the dont-

rol scheme against identification errors and parameter pertur

bations. 

The representation of the system iso.as follows : 

(3.1) 

where· y( t+l) is the plant output at time t+l, hTERN+l denotes 

the plant impulse response. X(t-j)€SlCR for j= O, •••••• ,N, is the 

input at time t-j to the plant. S1. is the constrained set of 

the input. 

The model l3.1) is also called the actual model to emphasize 

that hT represents the actual process. But since such a perfect 

knowledge of the plant impulse response is usually not possible, 

." "'r T 
one ha's to use an approximation h to h. The model correspond-

ing to this latter impulse response is than 

AT 
Y (t+l) = h ~(t) • 

m 
(3.2) 

The above model together with the past history of the plant 

output denoted by yet) =f yet) 

future value of the output. 

t ~ t} is used to predict the 
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B.The Reference Trajectory 

The purpose of the control is to lead the output yet) along 

a desired, and generally smooth,path to an ultimate set point c. 

Such a path is called a reference trajectory. From the lastsamp-

led value y(to ) a trajectory y (t +k) 
r 0 is initialized which 

reaches c according to SOme criterion ( e.g. no overshoot, fixAd 

time response ). The desired values of the future output 'can be 

obtained. from stored data or computed by a recursive equation. One 

of the simplest ( first order ) reference trajectory is 

k k Y (t +k.) = 0\ y (t ) + (1- 0( )c r 0 r 0 

The control algorithm has to find a set of future control 

variables such that the future outputs of the internal model will 

be as close as possible to the reference trajectory. 

The ref..erence tra.jectory can be chosen to be of higher 

order and ,the set point can be made time variant. 

, C.The Optimality Criterjon and the Optimal Control Strategy 

The optimality criterion should reflect the previously men

tioned purpose of following the reference path to the desired set 

point c. This can be done by defining the optimum control str~tegy 

as-the one which minimizes over a certain horizon in the future, 

the deviation of the predicted outputsfr.om the reference path. 
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Formally,at each instant t , the optimum set of T future inputs o 

li'(to)'/(to+l), .•••.• ,ltto+T-l)} are such that the predicted If 

outputs t Yp(to+l), •...••. 'Yp(to+TJ} are as close as possible,in 

the sense of a weighted Euclidean norm, to the reference trajectory. 

Therefore the function to minimize is 

T 

J T =~ ( Yp(t+k) - yr(t+k) )2wk 
k=l 

where wk is a nonnegative weighting factor. 

'£he interval t to' to +'£ J is called the horizon of control 

evaluation, and sometimes the horizon of prediction since at time 

to one has to predict a set of T outputs Y (t+k), (k=l, 2, ••• ,'f) • 
p 

Ones the set X" (to) of the ;-:T':;1optimum inputs is determined, it is 

possible to wait up to T periods before observing the process 

output yet), and reinitializing yr(t), predicting yps and 

computing the next set X~(to+T). This means that all the elements 

of the optimum control set x* (to) have been actually .. ~pplied to 

the plant. 

In this thesis, the horizon of control evaluation is selected 

as a one sampling period. This is c~lled one-step prediction. The 

reference trajectory fo~ one-step prediction is continuously ini

tialized on the observed plant outputs· yet ), yet +l), •.• ,y(t +T-l) o 0 0 

that is 

y (t +j) = o<y(to+j-l) + (l-D()c , 
r 0 

¥ . =1, ••.•..• ,T 
J 

(3.5) 
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Also the optimality criterion requires that 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The optimal control strategy is then, as shown schematic

ally in the Fig. 3.1, realized as follows: At time to' the plant 

output is predicted from the reference trajectory, then the optimum 

input is calculated to lead the process to follow the reference 

trajectory as closely as possible. 

past 

measured 

y(t+l) 

future 

T = h 

reference 
trajectory 

past 

measured 

from model 

future 

to be solyed 

Fig. 3.1 Optimal control strategy 

D.Open-Loop and Glosed-Loop Prediction 

The simplest one step ( T=l ) open-loop prediction scheme 

that one can imagine is 
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(3.8) 

that is, the model of the plant is used to predict the output one 

step ahead. The main inconvenience of such a prediction is that 

the output yet) of the controlled plant would not converge to the 

set point c when there is a mismatch between the model and the 

plant. 
. 

From equations (3.7) and (3.5) 

Yp( t+l) = 0( y( t) + (1- ex)c , (3.9) 

and writing the above equation in the expanded form,· we get 

A A A 

hox(t)+hlx(t-l)+ ••••• ,+hNX(t-N) - ~( h ox(t-l)+hl X(t-2)+ ••••• + 

hNX( t-N-l) ) = (1- 0( )c (3.10) 

(3.11) 

If the system is stable, the sequence converges.to a value x, then 

Therefore 



- ~l - O<)c 
x = . . 

N N 

~i-C(~i 
i=o i=o 

The output for this input is 
N 

(1-~)~ 2]i 
. i=o 

'y = hTi = ------------

The difference between the set point and the output is 
N 

(l-O(.)c ~i 
i=o 

y-c = ( 
N N 

- 1 )c 

~i- 0( ~i 
i=o i=o 

Therefore the ,bias term is found to be 

N N 

~i ~i 
i=o i=o 

c 
N N 

~i- O(~i 
i=o . i=o 
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(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

To alleviate the bias problem, the closed-loop predjction 

is applied. The closed-loop prediction is as follows : 

(3.16) 
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.... 
where yet) - ym(t) = ( E - h )!(t-l) represents a correction term 

similar to the innovation term of Kalman_ filter or the correction 

term of an observer, assuring the final convergence of the plant 

output to the set pOint. 

Rewriting the equation (3.9) 

(3.17) 

arid inserting this. eq.ua tion into the equation (3.16), we get 

(3.18) 

Assuming that the system is stable, as t ... 00 it can .be shown that 

(1 -<X) (c- yet) ) = 0 

then 

lim yet) = 0 (3.19) 
t-Pco I 

The optimum sequence of inputs x~(t) in the sense of mini-
• 

mizing J , for a closed-loop system, is generated by an auto-reg-1 .-

ressive eauatio, which results from equation (3.18), where y Ct+l) 
p 

and y (t+l) are expressed in terms of inputs 
r 

. N 

(1- oc. )( - ~h.X~(t-j-1) 
J . 

j=o 

(3.20) 



N 

(l-Ol)(C-LhjX(t-j-l) ) = 
j=o 

N 

hOX~(t)+~hjX*(t-j) 
j=l -

Therefore the optimum input is 

N 
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(3.21) 

N , -L h . x t( ( t- j ) 
. 1 J 
J= 

+ (1- Ol)( c-~ h .x( t-j-l) ) t-J 
J=o 

Q"3.22) 

The summation in the last term in the equation (3.22) can be 

written as yet) because this summation is the actual speed ob

tained by measurements at every sampling instants. Also we can 

write the summations in the above equation in opened form and 

making some manipulations we ~et 

,. ,. 
h -h .. 
! 2)x*(t_2) + .•.••.•• + 
ho 
,. 

E.Tracking Type Model Algorithmid Control 

In many applications, it is desired ,for the output of the 

system under the control to track a certain trajectory. The trac

ing behavior of the output does not complicates the theory of 

model algorithmic control. The only thing that we should have to 

do is to make the set point c time varying. 

Time varying set speed can be achieved in different ways. 

For example, the desired trajectory might be the output of another 
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process. If at each sampling interval the computer reads this exter

nal process output as a set speed c, th~n the output of controlled 

process follows the time varying set speed, the output of the ex

ternal process. The rate of change ot external process output, of 

course, must be slower than the time constant of the software 

trajectory. If the time constant of software trajectory is lower 

than the external process, there will be always error between the 

desired trajectory and the process output, because the software 

trajectory will not have enough time to follow the external pro

cess output. 

In the thesis, the time varying set speed C(t),is in the 

form of a linear ramp, the slope of which is made equal to desired 

acceleration. The maximum acceleration of the motor. output can be 

calculated from the equation (1.7) by neglecting the load torque 

T = Bn + J e 

dn 

dt 
= K ¢fi a a (3.24) 

For maximum speed and maximum generated torque, maximum accele-
dn . 

ration dt ··is calculated. If the maximum speed is devided by 

the maximum acceleration, the time that the ramp reaches the max

imum speed is found. 

For the parameters of the system that the eXperimental 

investigations were carried on, the maximum acceleration that 
2 the system is capable of was found to be 11.27 rad/sec • 
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IV. MICROCOIVlP U'rER BASED COWfROL 

In this chapter the design of a microprocessor based cont

rol of a dc motor fed by a three phase full-converter is described 

The system is realized by ~-80 based microcomputer. The micro

computer manipulates the software of model algorithmic control 

and communicates with the thyristor unit and the tachogenerator 

through a D/Aconverter and a A/D converterrespectively. 

A.The Internal Model of the System 

The purpose of the internal model as mentioned in chapter 

three is to hav.e a flexible representation of the controlled 
," 

system stored in the microcomputer memory-, which can be updated 

as the system changes and which can be used at any instant to 

predict the future behavior of the system under different control 

inputs. 

The internal model of the system is generally obtained 

via off-line identification, using either a ph~sical model struc

ture when one is evaJlable or an input-output type representation 

model such as the impulse response model. 

The simplified transfer function of the dc motor is 



N(s) 

Ea(s) 

where' 

K = m 

K m = _._-----
1 + sTml 

Kalbf 

(Ka¢f)2 + R B a 

T 'm 

(4,.1 ) 

(4.' 2) 

(4.3) 
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In order to be able to identify the dc motor used in the 

thesis, we have to find the motor parameters Ka¢,t' , B, J, Ra 

and Tm' These parameters are found with the help of. thyristor 

unit, so the transfer function obtained at the end of expe

riments represents both the thyristor unit and the dc motor. 

The armature resistance Ra is measured when the motor 

is hot by using an ohm-meter. This measurement is repeater for 

different angul'ar positions and the average value is calcula-

ted. After this process Ra is found to be 4.8 ohms. 

The back e.m.f. constant Ka~f is obtained by running 

the machine as a generator at the rated field current and cal

culating the ratio of the generated voltage to speed. Ka¢f is 

found to be 1.361 V/rad/sec. 

The mechanical damping coefficient B is found with the 

help of equation below 

J d \.U + B OJ + 'r
L 

= T 
dt e 

= K ¢fI a a (4.4) 
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If the machine rotates at a constant speed and no load is applied 

the equation (4.4) reduces to 

Measuring the Ia at rated speed, and repeattng this a few times 

B is found to be 0.006498 rad/V.sec. 

The equation (4.4) is also utilized in finding the 

total motor armature and tachogenerator inertia J. The speed 

reference potentiometer of the thyristor unit is preset to the 

value thet the motor rotates at 1400 rpm. The start switch is 

depressed a~d by means of a storage oscilloscope the acceleration 

recording in Fig. 4.1 is obtained. Since no load is applied the 

equation (4.4) becomes 

~ I 

and the armature current is measured to be 0,85 A. Because of 

the int~rnal dynamics of the thyristor unit, the acceleration 

recording consists of two parts wi~h different time constants. 

Only the interval from 0 to 0.5 sec. part is considered for 

the calculation of J. 

The slope in the interval 
d uJ ') 7~ o to 0.3 sec. is about ___ = __ .-2 
dt 1.5 

then 

J 5.75 + 0.0065 1150 2rr = 1.361 0.85 
1.5 60 

Solving the above equation tne total inertia is found to be 



J = 0.098 2 kg-m • 

The transfer function of the system is then 

N(s) 0.722 
= 

Ea(s) 1 + 0.249s 

0.2. 0.'1 0.(, 0.8 ".0 ~.2. 

"Fig. 4.1 Time responce of dc motor driven 
by thyristor unit., 
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(4.7) 

The next step is to find the discrete impulse response of 

the de motor.1'he control .i.nput ea(t) is assumed to be piecewise 

constant,then the system is as in Fig. 4.2. 

G(s) = 
N(s) 

Ea(s) 

1 -sT -e 
=----

s 

b 
(4.8) 

s+a 
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-Fig. 4.2 System with Zero Order Holder 

In the Z domain the equation (4.8) is 

G( z) = Z { = (1 
e - sT )(1- _ -:;:l=---

s 
(4.9) 

s+a 

Our system representation was y( t+l) = !?x(t) so the output in 

the Z domain is multiplied by z then the transfer function in 

Z domain is 

H(z) = z G(z) 
I (4.10) 

then 

H(z) b (z-l) ( z z ) = --- z-l -a'r a z-e 
(4.11) 

b 
e-aT ) 

z 
H(z) = -- ( 1 - -aT a z-e 

(4.12) 

The disc-rete impulse response is found by taking -inverse 

z-transformation of the above equation. It is found to be' 



b 
h(kT) = 

a 
-akT e 

where a = 2.893 and b = 4.001 • 
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k=O,l, ••• ,N (4.13) 

N, which is the number of th~ impulses to approximate the 

dc motor,is selected such that the hN can be considered as zero. 

'rhe sampling period T is selected as 8 msec. This time interval 

limits the computer time to calculate the control inputs at every 

sampling period. :E'or the system used in the thesis N is selected 

as 145,- because time lirni t lets us only that amount ot data to 

manipulate. 

A§ it iu IJltHlLJOtlud i,II ClllJptel.' thr'tHl, for lIIoLlol ulgorlthlllic 

control to be practical and efficient, the controller must have 

fast digital computing facilities. Our system is controlled by 

a Z-80 based microcomputer with clock frequency 2.5 MHz. This 

clock frequency never let us to be able to manipulate 145 multip-_ 

lications and the- same ,number of summations. This limitation 

forces us to group the coefficients in equation (3.25;), without 

disturbing the 'exponential decay of them as much as possible. 
,"" 

This approximation is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. 

Grouping the coefficients in, equation (3.25) considerably 

reduces the computation time of the control inputs. Instead of 

145 multiplications and 145 summations the computer does 145 

summations and 13 multiplications. The mutliplication program 

consumes much more time than the summation, so reducing the num-

ber of multiplications 'saves quite an important amount of com-

putation time. 



Normalized 

\ wi th 
respect to 

ho 

0.6 

O,l. 

0,5 

O.'f 

0;1 

0.1 

N 
'itS" 

tFig. 4.3 The grouping of coefficients 
I 

in control equation 

The overall model algorithmic contro~' system is shown 

as a block diagram jn Fig. 4.4. 
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Z-BO 

Micro-

computer 

10 

bit 

AID 

8 bit 

output 
speed 

D/A 

Thyristor 

L .a 

Motor 

Unit 

CA6000 

R 
a 

E 
a 

I 

Fig. 4.4 Dc motor speed control system 

B.Software 
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The optimum control input x~(t) was found in the previous 

chapter in equation (3.23). The coefficients 'in this equation 

are precalculated by solving the equation (4.13), discrete im-

pulse response, and located in the memory of the microcomputer. 

The software of model algorithmic control for constant set speed 

in the memory solves the equation (3.23) for x*(t). The flow-
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chart of the program developed is given in Fig. 4.5 and the 

software listing in Appendix A. Since software takes 8msec cal-

culation time which is equal to the sampling period, an external 

timer is not included in the hardware of the system. 

READ 
COEFFICIEN'fS 

OUT x (t) 

CALCULNI.'E 

blx~(t-l)+b2x~(t-2) 
+ .•••. + b

N 
x,.. ( t - N ) 

READ yet) 
I J 

·"CALCULArrE 

ERROR 

I 
CALCULATb: 

x*( t) 

I 
liP DN1'E '1' l:il'~ 

PAS1' HIS'rORY 

l 

NO 

>iHI]'~ 
VRES~ YES 

OU'I' 00 

. STOP 

Fjg. 4.~ Flow-chart 
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Also the software listing for model algorithmic control 

for time varying set speed is given in ~ppendix B. 
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::to STABILITY AND EXPERI~lENTAL RESULTS 

A.St~bility 

The optimum sequence of inputs x~(t), obtained such that 

the outputs minimizes J l , for a closed-loop system, 'was generated 

in chapter 3 by an auto-regressive equation, where Yp(t+l) and 

yr(t+l) are expressed in terms of inputs. 

+ (l-cx.)(c- yet)) 

If the sequence x (t) tends to an equilibrium value -x , 

that is,if the 'corresponding auto-regressive model is stable,then 

the output. y( t) tends to <in equilibrium value y(oo) which equals 

to set speed in the case of closed-~oop prediction. But differs 

from set speed for open~loop prediction, because, as it is explainec 

in chapter 3,section D, the open-loop prediction produces a bias 

term which deviates y(~) from set speed. 

The closed-loop one-step prediction control equation was 

(5.2) 

Rewriting the above equation in terms of impulse responses one gets 



N 

(1- Ot)(c-L hjx(t-j-l)) 
j=o 
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In order to be able to analyze the stability of the system, I 

I 

we have to examine the response of the optimally controlled system 

to the set pOint c, that is, the relationship between yet) and 

c{t). This relationship is found in the Z domain as follows. If 

the equation (5.3) is transformed to the Z domain, the equation 

becomes 

(l-~)(C(z)·.- z-l H(z)X(z» = ~(z)X(z) - z-l ~(z)X(z) (5.4) 

(5.5) 

X(z) ( 1 - O() 
= (5.6) 

C(z) z-l( 1- OOH( z) + (1- z-l)~(z) 

Since 

."" y( z) -1 H(z) X(z) = z , (5.7) 

then 

Y(z) 
z-lH( z)( 1- 0( ) 

= (5.8) 
C(z) . z-l(l-O<.)H(z) + (1- z-l)~(z) 

The closed-loop transfer function obteined above can be 

represented as a block diagram as it. "is shown in Fig. "5.1. 



:( z 
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)- (1-0() . tD. 1 IKiz' . -1 Y 
"'[7 (l-z-I)H(Z) H( z) - z 

-. 

( z) 

(1- O() 

Fig. 5.1 Closed-loop prediction 

If the identification of the system impulse ,response T h can 
... 

be considered as perfect ,that is, H(z) = H(z), the closed loop 

transfer function becomes 

x(z) (1 - ex) 
= 

C(z) (l-O(z-l)H(Z) 
(5.9) 

and 

Y(z) 
(1- 0<) z-lH ( z ) 

= (1- D(z-l)H(z) C(z) 
(5.10) 

The boundedness condition for the input sequence x*(t) is 

identical to the stability of the auto-regressive model, that is, 

the polynomial in the denominator of the equation ( 5.80

) which is 

rewritten in equation (5.11) must have all its roots within the 

unit circle. 
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-l( 1 .... ~l- ~)H(z) + (l-z- )H(z) = 0 (S.ll) 

Under the consideration of perfect identification the trans

fer function of Y(z) with re~pect to C(z) is the first order 

and identical to the reference trajectory. Since the )0\.\ is 

always less than 1, the system is always stable. 

We have to consider the case of imperfect identification 
... 

H(z) ~ H(z). From the transfer functions (5.6), (5.8) it becomes 

clear that for the output yet) to be convergent and the optimum 

input sequence to be bounded, it is necessary and sufficient that 

the denominator of equation ('5.8) has all its roots within the 

unit circle. 

In general the exact plant transfer function H(z) is not 

known and therefore one can not evaluate the exact expression of 

the. polynomial in equation' (5.11). However, if the identifica

tionof H(z) is fairly gOOd, Then it is expected that the roots 

of z-l(l_ ~)H(z) + (l-z~l)H(Z) be close to the roots of 

(1- IX z~l )H( z). I Therefore, the stability of the identified model 
... 
H( z) implies'" the stability of the controlled system. But when the 

identification error becomes large so that the discrepency between 
... 

H(z) and H(z) becomes significant, then to determine the stabilityi 

of the system one should recourse to robustness analysis which 

involves determining the set of plant polynomials H(z) for 

which the above characteristic polynomials have stable roots. 

1.Robustness of the System 

The control is said to be robust -if the plant output yet) , 
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converges to its ultimate desired value c, under·a range of plant 

and behavior changes caused, for instance, by failure of some of 

its components or by lar~e parameter changes,etc. 

With regard to the closed loop prediction control, the ro

bustness problem is posed in terms of the stability of the input 

sequence x(t) and the plant output yet). This is a consequence 

of the fact that the stability of the closed loop system guarantees 

the unbiaseq convergence of the output to the set pOint. Therefore, 

as long as tne stuctural changes of the plant,wfuich amount to al-

teting the impulse pesponse 'f h from its nominal (identified) 

model 
AT 
~ , are such that the characteristic polynomial (5.11) has 

all its roots within the unit Circle, the control is robust. 

Given the model ~~ it is great interest to find a range 

for the (N+l) dimentional vector hT such that (5.11) is stable. 

The delimitation of such a subspace of RN+l requires complex 

search algorithms, and, unreaiistic amounts of computation. But 

fo~tunately, in most all practical problems,valuable additional 

information on 'the physical properties of the plant is aveilable, 
." 

the appropriate use of this information reduces substantially 

the size and dimention of the searcb space. For instance, if the 

robustness against identification errors or small perturbations 

is considered, then 

i=o, ..... ,N (5.12) 

wh~re I cil are small with respect to hi and their upper bounds 

can be estimated from the particular identification scheme in 

operation and also the stability can be tested. 
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As a simple example, let us consider the case where the 

mismatch between 'r hand "'r - T "T h is a pure gain, !! = q!!. As it is 

explained, the impulse response is represented by a finite number 

of elements, then a certain magnitude value of the impulse is 

accepted as zero. Because of the gain error, the impulse ~es

ponse representing the system will decay this certain value faster 

than the actual system. The maximum possible mismatch gain is usu

ally larger than unity. 1'han slowing down the reference trajectory 

(increasing:the C() improves the robustness of the system. 

2.Amplitude Constraint on Input 

As it is in this application, the input sequence x(t) is 

usually not free of constraints. In general, there are both amp

litude and rate constraints imposed by technical and cost consi-

derations. 

In this thesis the speed reference input of the thyristor 
I 

unit is cons.trained by lOY as a result of 8 bi tdigi tal to ana-

log converters output r.apability which is lOVe The speed reference 

input of the thyristor unit is 0 to.~15V, but the maximum output 

of the digital to analog converter is lOY which is inverted by 

an operational amplifier. If the system is forced to reach its 

maximum rated speed (1400 rpm) from zero speed, in the first 

few sampling intervals the error term (\;. o() (c-y( t)) is max

imum. At these intervals the algorithm in tRe computer. will cal

culate inaximum speed references to be able to reach the set speed 

as fast as possible, however, no matter how big the input is 
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calculated,theapplied maximum speed reference input is -lOVe This 

causes the system reach the set speed slower. 

The above discussion, amplitude constraint does not effect 

the system stability, but limits the-selectable rang~ of « . The 

meaning of this limitation in ~ , in practical application is that 

the rate of reference trajectory is also limited, The output of 10 

bit analog to ~igital converter is 782 in decimal system ( 3¢E in 

hex.) when the motor rotating at 1400 rpm (146.6). The re~olu

tion of"A/D converter is then 1.79 rpm/bit, or 0.18747 rad/sec/bi1 

The FF in the input of D/A converter produces 10V at the output. 

From the equation (3.25) the error term is 

(c-y(t)). (5.13) 

Let us suppose that the motor is not rotating and no past history 

is available in the memory. In the first sampling period while 

calculating x (0) only the above equation is manipulated. The 
I 

The calculation will be as follows 

0.18747 (1::- <X) ( ) () 255 782 - 0 = x 0 = . (5.14) 

Since all calculations are done in rad/sec, the speed 

of the motor is multiplied by 0.18747 to get the speed in 

rad/sec. Equation is equaled to 255 to be able to ob~ain max

imum speed reference output from the D/A converter. 
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From the equation (5.14) minimum 0( is found to be 0.96 . 

Therefore 

(5.15) 

B.Experimental Results 

The experiments are done for two different time constants 

of soft~are 'reference trajectory, which are the maximum allowable 

0< and· the minimum one •. Also to 0 bserve the system response to 

parameter variations, an induction motor is coupled to the 'dc mo

tor to change the moment of inertia of the system. 

Fig. 5.2 is the time response of the motor speed for 

0< =0.967 with the induction motor coupled and without it. In 

Fig. 5.3 the same process is repeated for ~=0.99. 

As it can be seen from these occillograms, the change in 

one of the system parameters, namely the moment of inertia does 

not effect the performance of the system. 

If the" output of the system at time (t+l) is exactly equal 

to the predicted value, the relation between the time constant 

and the value of 0( can be obtained as below. 

and 

The reference trajectory was 

from equation 

ym(t) = 

= o(Y (t) + (1- 0< ) c , 
r 

(1.16) the system equation 

1 Km 
- -- y (t) + e (t) 

m t a 
t. 

m m 

(5.16) 

is 

(5.17) 
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the discrete equivalent of above equation is 

(5.18) 

Thus 

(5.19) 

therefore, for 0(= O.~9 , T
nt

= 0.7959 sec. and for 0<= 0.967 , 

T = 0.2384 sec. m 

Although the time constant of the step response is not 

expected to be equal to that determined by the value of 0( 

due to continual updating, it is seen that the time constants 

of the responses are very close to tnose values. 

The oscillograms of :Fig. 5.4 show the tracking behavior 

of the system. For these tests, the set speed is changed con

tinuously for 3 seconds and then it is kept constant and fi

nally for the·last 3 seconds c is decreased in a linear 

fashion. In other words, a time optimal set speed change is 

applied. As discussed in Chapter three, the maximum acceleration 

that the system is capable of iR 11.27 rad/sec2 • Starting 

with an initial speed of 600 rpm, the set speed was therefore 

changed by 0.86 rpm per. sampling interval until a final set 

speed of 923 rpm was reached. The same procedure was followed 

for deceleration. It is seen that from the oscilograms of 

Fig. 5.4. that this reference trajectory is followed very closely. 

The response for «= 0.Y9 are not shown because for this value 
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of ~ .. ,the tracking behavior is not very good due to the fact 
. " . 

that a change of 0.86 rpm in the set speed can only be followed 

with a time constant of 0.96(. If slower time constants are 

applied, the trac"king error accumul8:tes at the end. 

Fig.5.4.b shows that the tracking performance does not 

change appreciably due to the change in J. The slight differ

ence in Fig.5.4.a and b are due to the fact that the time of 

acc"eleration, the time during which set speed was kept constant 

and the ti~e of deceleration were decided upon by a simple 

observation of the CHT spot in the horizontal axis. 

Fig. 5.5.a and b show the responses of the system under 

loaded conditions. A comparison of these with those of Fig.5.2.a 

and b show that the loading does not effect the performance 

especially for the time varying set speed case. 
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700 rpm 

( II ) 

700 rpm 

( b) 

fj.B. 5.? The time rpsponsA of the motor. speed 

c<. =O.9b7 1. dlv.=O.2 sec = 200 rpm 

(8) without indu~tion motor 

(b) witn induction motor. 
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700 rpm 

(8.) 

700 rpm 

Fi g. '). j 'l'he time re s ponse of the. motor 8 peen 

O(=O.';Il) 1 Ctlv.= 0.5 sec = 200rrm 

(a) withnut induction motor 

(h) w.i. th imi uction motor. 



bOO rpm 

(<) ) 

600 rn,m 

(b) 

F i f! • ') • 4· '\' h e t rae kin f h:, m.\ v j 0 r 0 f the rn 0 to (. il n p (,? 'i 

0\.=O,YG7 1 div.= 1 sec c::: lOO rpm 

j s~c. dereler~t!on 

(8) W,ii.:t1011t i millctj on motor 

(h) with induption motor. 
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(h) 

1hp'. 5.'J The hen;.,vjor of ti'1e sy~,t(.;rn llncier lO~l.d 

(a) 0(=0.,-)6'1 l <ii-v.= 0.2 t1p.c.= ?v() Y'l"'lTl 

(h)C\=O.'-)h'7 1 ciiv.= 1 sec.= lOCI t'Dm. 
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I·· 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS :E'OR FURTHER WORK ' 

In the thesis, the speed control of a seperately excited 

dc motor is achieved by using Model Algorithmic Control. The 

starting point of this theory is that the process to be cont

rolled should be relatively slow and the controller must· have 

fast digital computing and memory facilities. 

The frequency of microcomputer used in the implementation 

of the theory is 2.5 MHz, than the controller'can be considered 

as a relatively slow one. As it is explained, to overcome this 

disadvantage, the coefficients in the control equation is 

grouped as shown in Fig. 4.3 

The coefficients are approximated twice, first because 

of truncati'on errors and than because of the error caused by 

grouping them. In spite of these approximations, it' is shown 
. 

that the steady state error can be considered as zero. Also 

it.is shown that the system is robust, and therefore Model 

Algorithmic Control i.s a good candidate for cases in which 

robust performance is required. 

'fhe D/ A converter used in the hardware is an 8-bi tone 

and the inverted output of which is ~IO V. The speed reference 

input of the thyristor unit· is -15' V. 'fhis brings an important 

constraint in the optimal input sequence. This constraint does 
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not effect the system stabjlity and robustness, but limits the 

value of ~ and the time constant of the process output.This 

is especially important for tracking case, because the tracking 

performance of the Mouel Algorithmic Control is better for 

small software time constants. If a proper D/A converter 

could be available, the region of selectable 0( would have been 

Wider, and the system would have been operated with smaller 

time constants. 

-The performance obtained by the work described in the 

thesis is very promising, warranting a more through theoretical 

analgsis of the Model Algorithmic Contrdl theory as applied to 

thedc motor speed control. The theorical analysis presented 

in this thesis neglects the effects of current control loop. 

The. constraint imposed by the set maximum value of the current 

and the effects of the P controller of the current loop should 

be investigated to gain more insight to the design of a 

Model Algorithmic Controller. 

The performance obtained suggest that the application 

of Model Algorithmic Control to manipulator control could 

alleviate the problems that arise i~ such a system due to 

high degree of coupling between the links and due to variations 

in the pay load. The Lagrange-Euler approach to formulate the 

robot arm dynamics result in a set of highly co~pled diffe

rential equations making its control difficult. However for 

the application of Model Algorithmic Control theory only an 

impulse response representation is required and this can b~ 

obtained rather easily. 'l'he variations in the impulse response 

due to different arm positions should not effect the arm 

trajectory as demostrated in the thesis. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOF1fWARE OJ!' MODEL ALGORITHMIC CONTROL 

FOR CONSTANT SET SPEED 

1D HL,42¢¢H 
LD (HL),3CH ;Coefficients of 

INC HL control equation 

LD . (HL),33H 
INC HL 
LD (HL) ,29H 
INC HL 
LD (HL),2¢H 
INC HL 

LD (HL),18H 
INC HL 

LD (HL),llH 
INC fi1 

LD (HL) ,¢CH 
INC HL 
LD (HL ),¢9H 
INC HL 

LD (HL) ,¢6H 
INC HL 
LD (HL) ,¢4H 
INC HL 
LD (HL) ,¢3H 
INC HL 
LD (RL) ,¢2H 
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23 INC HL 63 
36¢1 LD (HL),¢lH 
23 INC HL 
363C LD (HL),3CH . 0< , 

D3¢¢ MAIN: OUT (¢¢) ,A ;Apply speed ref. 
21¢¢4¢ LD HL,4¢¢¢H input of thyristor 
¢6¢5 LD B,¢5 unit· 
97 SUB A ;Calculation of 
57 LD D,A blx~(t-l)+ •• ~ •.• + 
86 Ll: ADD A, (HL) bNx*(t-N) 
D23A3¢ JP NC,Ml 
14 INC D 
23 Ml: INC HL 

I¢F8 DJNZ Ll 
21¢¢42 LD HL,42¢¢H 
4E LD C,CHL) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
226232 LD (TEMPI) ,HL 

2l¢54¢ LD HL,4¢¢5H 
¢6¢5 LD B,¢5H 

97 SUB A 

57 LD D,A 
86 J.l2 : ADD A, (HL) 

D25B3¢ JP NC,M2 

14 INC D 

23 M2: INC HL 

I¢F8 DJNZ L2 

21¢142 LD HL,42¢:IH 

4E LD C, (HL) 

5]' LD E,A 

CD3232 CALL MULT 

226432 LD ( 'l'EIV{P 2 ), HL 

21¢A42 LD HL,42¢AH 

. ¢6¢8 LD B,¢8H 

97 SUB A 

57 IJD D,A 

86 L3: ADD A, (EL) 
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D2753¢ JP NC,M3 
14 INC D 
23 M3: INC HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ L3 
21¢242 LD HL,42¢2H 
4E LD C,(~L) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
226632 LD ( TEIVIP3 ) , HL 

21124¢ LD HL,4¢12H 
956958 LD B,¢8 
97 SUB A 
57 LD D,A 
86 L4: ADD A, (HL) 
D28F3¢ JP NCjM4 
14 INC D 
23 M4: INO HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ L4 
21¢342 LD HL,42¢3H 
4E LD C, (HL) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
226832 LD ( TEIV1P4 ) , HL 

211A4¢ LD HL·,4¢lAH 
¢6¢A LD B,¢AH 
97 SUB A 

57 LD D,A 
86 L5: ADD A, (HL) 

D2A93¢ JP NC·,M5 

14 INO D 

23 IV15 : INC HL 

1¢F8 DJNZ L5 

21¢442 LD HL,42¢4H 

4E LD C,(HL) 

~ 5F LD E,A 

CD3232 CALL fv1ULT 

226A32 LD (TEMP5) ,HL 
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21244¢ LD . HL, 4¢24H 
¢6¢A LD B,¢AH 
97 SUB A 
57 LD D,A 
86 L6: ADD A, (HL) 
D2C33¢ JP NC,M6 
14 INC D <. 

23 M6: INC HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ I~6 

21¢542 LD HL,42¢5H 
4E LD C,(RL) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
226C32 LD (TEMP6) ,HL . 

212E4¢ LD HL,4¢2EH 
¢6¢A LD B,¢AH 
97 SUB A 

57 LD D,A 
86 L7: ADD i. ,~"tHL) 

D2C53¢, JP NC,M7 
14 INC D 
23 IV17 : INC HL 
1¢F8. DJNZ L7 
21¢642 LD ·HL,42¢6H 
4E LD C,(HL) 

5F LD EtA 
CD3232' CALL MULT 
226E32 LD (TEIVIP7) , HL 

21384¢ LD .HL,4¢38H 

¢6¢D LD Bt¢DH 

97 SUB A 

57 LD D,A 

86 118: ADD At (HL) 

D2C73¢ JP NC,M8 . 

14 INC D 

23 ~18 : INC HL 

1¢F8 DJNZ L8 

21¢742 LD HL,42¢7H 
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4E LD C, (HL) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CAIJL j\1ULT 
227¢32 LD . (TEMP8),HL 

21454¢ LD HL,4¢4~H 
~6~D LD B,¢DH 
97 SUB A 
57 LO D,A 
86 L9: ADD A, (HL) 
D2C93¢ JP NC,M9 
14 INC D 

23 M9: INC HL 
1¢F8 - DJNZ L9 
21¢842 LD HL,42¢8H 
4E LD c, (HL) 
5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
227232 LD (TEMP9) 

21524¢ LD HL,4¢52H 
¢6¢D LD B,¢DH 
97 SUB A 
57 LD D,A 
86 LA: ADD A, (HL) 
D2CB5¢ JP NC,MA 

. 14 INC D 
23 MA: INC HL 
1¢F8 .. DJNZ LA . 
21¢942 LD HL,42¢9H 
4E LD C, (HL) 

5F LD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 

227432 LD ('fEMPA) , HL 

215F4¢ LO HL,4¢5FH 

¢6¢F LD B,¢FH 
,~97 SUB A 

57 LD D,A 

86 LB: ADD A, (HL) 
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D2CD3¢ JP NC,MB 
14 INC D 
23 \VIE : INC HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ LB 
21¢A42 -

LD HL,42¢AH 
4E LD C, (HL) 
5F LD E,A 0 

CD3232 CALL MUL'r 
227632 LD (TEMPB) ,HL 

216E4¢ IJD HL,4¢6EH 
¢6¢F LD B,¢FH 
97 SUB A 
57 LD D,A 
86 LC: ADD A, (HL) 
D2CF3¢ JP NC,MC 
14 INC D 
23 MC: INC HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ LC 
21¢B42 LD HL,42¢BH 
4E LD C, (HL) 
5F oLD E,A 
CD3232 CALL MULT 
227832 LD (TEMPC) ,HL 

217C4¢ LD HL,4¢7CH 
¢6¢F LD B,¢FH 
97 SUB A 
57 LD D,A 
86 LD: ADD A, ( HL) 
D2d13¢ JP NC,MD 
14 INC D 
23 MD: INC HL 
1¢F8 DJNZ LD 

21¢C42 LD HL,42¢CH 

4E LD C, (HL) 

5F LD E,A 

CD3232 CALL ,o·t-'lUL'r 

227A32 LD (TEMPD) ,HL 
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21¢¢¢¢ LD HL,¢¢¢¢ 
ED5B6232 .LD DE, (TEMPI) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B6432 LD DE, ('rEMP2) 
19 ADD HL., DE 
ED5B6632 LD DE, ( 'rEMP3 ) 
19 ADD HL;DE 
ED5B6832 LD DE, (TEMP4) 
19 ADD HIt, DE 
ED5B6A32 LO DE, ( TEMl?5 ) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B6C32 LD DE, (TEMP6) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B6E32 LD DE, ( 'rEMP7 ) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B7¢32 LD DE, (TEMP8) 
19 ADD ° HL,DE 
ED5B7232 LD DE, (TEMP9) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B7432 LD DE, (TEMPA) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B7632. LD DE, (TEMPB) 
19 ADD HL,DE 
ED5B7832 LD DE, (TEMPC) 
19 ADD HLjDE 
ED5B7A32° 1D DE , ( 'rEMPD ) 

19 ADD HL,DE 
226¢32. LD ( 'rl!:r~lP ) ,HL 

DB¢¢ IN A, '( ¢¢) ;Read the actual 

5F LD E,A speed 

DB¢l IN A, (¢1) 

E6¢3 AND ¢3H 

57 I.JD D,A 

2A5E32 LD HL, (SE'rSPD) 

37 SCF 

3F CClt' 

,,- ED52· SBC HL,DE 

EB EX DE,HL 

21¢D42 LD HL,42¢DH ;Calculate the 

4E LD C, (HL) error term 
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CD4C32 CALL MULTI 
ED5B6¢32 LD DE,( TEMP) 
19 ADD HL,DE ;Calculate x*(t) 
FC LD A,H 
32FF3]' LD (3FFFH) ,t 
¢192¢¢ LD BO,¢¢92H ; Update the past 
219¢4¢ LD HL,4¢9¢H history 
11914¢' LD DE,4¢91H 
ED5B LDDR 
CDIB¢¢ CALL GETKY 
FE21 CP 21H ;SHI}'T + ! pressed ? 
CAID32 JP Z,MODIFY ;Yes 
FE49" CP 49H ;1 pressed ? 
CA2632 JP Z,INCRS ; Yes 
FE44 CP 44H ;D pressed ? 

CA2632 JP Z,DCRS ;Yes 
C32C32 JP IN 
97 .. MODIFY: SUB A ;Clear the speed 
DC¢¢ OUT (¢¢) ,A reference input 

¢691 LD B,91H of thyristor unit 
21FF3F LD HL,3FFFH 
77 LR: LD (HL) ,A 
23 INC HL 
l¢FC DJNZ LR 

C3¢¢6¢ JP BRK 
21¢E¢3 INCRS: LD HL,¢3¢EH ; Increase the set 

225E32 LD (SETSPD) ,HL speed 

C32C32 JP IN' 

. 2187¢1 DCRS: LD HL,¢187H ;Decrease the set 

225E32 LD ( SETSPD ) ,HL speed 

3AFF3F IN: LD A, (3FFFH) 

C3313¢ JP !VlAI N 

21¢¢¢¢ MULT: IJD HL,¢¢¢¢ ;6 bit multiplier 

¢6¢6 LD B,¢6H with zero initial 

CB¢9 LC2: RRC C value 

~ D23D32 JP NC·,LCI 

19 ADD HL,DE 

CB13 LCl: RL E 



CB12 
1¢F4 
¢6¢3 
CB3C 
CBID 
l¢FA 
C9 
21¢¢¢¢ 
¢6¢7 
CB¢9· 
D25732 
19 
CB13 
CB12 
1¢F4 
C9 

. . " ~ 

LC3: 

MULTI: 

LB2: 

LBl: 

,-

RL D 
DJNZ 
LD 
SRL 
RR 
DJNZ 
RET 
LD 
LD 
RHC 
JP 
ADD 
RL 
RL 
DJNZ 
RE'I' 
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LC2 
B,¢3H 
H 
L 
LC3 

HL,¢¢¢¢ ;7 bit multiplier 

B,¢7H with zero initial 
C value 

NC,LBI 
HL,DE 
E 

D 
LB2 

SETSPD: DEFW ¢3¢EH 
TEMP DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
TEMPI DEFW ¢¢¢¢-
'fEMP2 :DEFW. ¢¢¢¢ 
TEMP3 · DEFW ¢¢¢¢ · 
'l'EMP4 : DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
TEMP 5 : LDElfWv¢¢¢¢ 
TEMP6 DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
TEMP 7 · DEFW ¢¢¢¢ · 
TEMP8 DF~FW ¢¢¢¢ 
Tr~lVlP9 DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
'I'EIVIPA . DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
'fF.!'fiPB · DEFW ¢¢¢¢ · 
TEMPC DEFW ¢¢¢¢ 
TEMPD · DEFW¢¢¢¢ · 
BRK :EQU . 6¢¢¢H 
GETKY :EQU ¢¢lBH 

END 
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APPENDIX B 

SOFTWARE OF IVlODEL ALGORI1'HMIC CONTROL 

FOR 'TIME VARYING SET SPEED 

The difference between the software of constant set speed 

and time varying set speed is in the progpam sections labelled 

by INCRS and DCRS in Appendix A. If we change:the below program 

with the programs labelled INCRS and DCRS.in the software of 

constant set speed, the system runs as a tracking type model 

algorithmic control. 

• 

• 

• 

C3¢¢6¢ JP BRK 

211¢¢¢ INCRS: LD HL,¢¢l¢H ;The increase at 

ED5BBE32 LD DE, (SPD), the set speed 

19 ADD H.L,DE 

22BE32 fJD (SPD) ,HL 

37 SCF 

3F CCF 

llQ¢6l LD DE,61C¢H 

ED52 SBC HL,DE 
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F23332 JP P,PR ;If reached the max. 
C33A32 JP NOR set speed ? 
EB PR: EX Dg,HL 
22BE32 LD (SPD) ,HL 
C34932 .TP LL 
2ABE32 NOR: LD HL, (SPD) 
CB65 BIT 4,L-
CA4532 JP Z,XX 
C34932 JP £L 
112¢¢¢ XX: LD DE,¢¢2¢H 
19 ADD HL,DE 
¢6¢5 LL: LD B,¢5H 
37 YY: SCF 
3F CCF 
CB1C RR H 
CB1D RR L 
1¢F8 DJNZ. YY 
22BC32 LD (SETSPD) , HL 
C38A32 JP IN 

lll¢¢¢ DCRS: LD DE,¢¢l¢H ;The decrease at the 

2ABE32 LD HL,(SPD) set speed 

37 SCF 
3F CCF 
EB52 SBC HL,DE 
22BE32 LD (SPD), HL . 

37 SCF 
3F CCF 

i 

ll¢¢¢¢ LD DE,¢¢¢¢ 
ED52 SBC HL,DE 
FA 7332 JP M,NN ;If reached zero 

C37A32 JP OK set speed ? 

EB NN: Ji~X DE,HL 

22BE32 LD (SPD) ,HL 

C37D32 JP 00 

2ABE32 OK: LD RL, (SPD) 

¢6¢5 00: LD B,¢5H 

37 [vIM: SCF 

3F CCF 



CBIC RR H 73 

CBID RR L 

1¢F8 DJNZ MM 
22BC32 LD (SETSPD) , HL 

3AFF3Fi :' IN: LD A, (3FFFH) 
C3313¢ JP l"lAIN 

21¢¢¢¢ iVIULT: 1D H"L,(i¢¢¢ 
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